We introduce Niebrzydowski algebras, algebraic structures with a ternary operation and a partially defined multiplication, with axioms motivated by the Reidemeister moves for Yoriented trivalent spatial graphs and handlebody-links. As part of this definition, we identify generating sets of Y -oriented Reidemeister moves. We give some examples to demonstrate that the counting invariant can distinguish some Y -oriented trivalent spatial graphs and handlebodylinks.
Introduction
In [12] an algebraic structure known as ternary quasigroup was used for coloring planar knot complements. In [9] , a related algebraic structure known as biquasile was introduced with axioms derived from the Reidemeister moves for oriented knots and links with elements used to color vertices for dual graph diagrams corresponding to regions in the planar complement of a knot diagram. Biquasile coloring invariants were enhanced with Boltzmann weights in [2] which are related to cocycles in the cohomology theory for ternary quasigroups in [13] . Biquasile colorings and ternary quasigroups were used to distinguish orientable surface links in [7] and [12] . In [10] structures known as virtual tribrackets were defined for coloring planar complements of oriented virtual link diagrams.
Spatial graphs, i.e. knotted graphs in R 3 , were considered in terms of diagrammatic moves in [6] . Handlebody-links and their Reidemeister moves were considered in [3] , and Y-orientations of trivalent spatial graphs and handlebody-links were considered in [4] . Quandle and biquandle colorings of handlebody-links have been considered in [5, 8] , including algebraic structures such as Gfamilies of quandles and biquandles, partially multiplicative quandles and biquandles and qualgebras In [11] , the algebraic structure known as bikei (see [1] ) was extended by adding a partially defined multiplication to define a coloring structure for unoriented twisted virtual handlebody-links called twisted virtual bikeigebras.
In this paper we extend tribrackets to define coloring structures for planar complements of Yoriented trivalent spatial graphs and Y -oriented handlebody-links, obtaining objects we call Niebrzydowski Algebras. These are sets with a ternary operation [, , ] called a Niebrzydowski tribracket and a partially defined multiplication operation satisfying axioms coming from the Reidemeister moves for oriented trivalent spatial graphs. A certain subset of these objects satisfy the additional condition required by the IH-move, making them suitable for coloring Y -oriented handlebody-links.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the Reidemeister moves for Y -oriented trivalent spatial graphs and handlebody-links, identifying our preferred generating set of oriented moves. In Section 3 we introduce our algebraic structures and coloring rules and show that the cardinality of the set of colorings of a diagram representing an oriented trivalent spatial graph or a Y -oriented handlebody-link defines an integer-valued invariant. We compute some explicit examples of the new invariant. We conclude in Section 4 with some questions for future work.
Trivalent Spatial Graphs
A (non-oriented) trivalent spatial graph is a finite graph with all vertices degree 3 embedded in R 3 , where two embedded graphs are considered equivalent if there is an ambient isotopy R 3 → R 3 taking one to the other.
From [6] we know that two (non-oriented) trivalent spatial graphs are equivalent iff their diagrams are related by a finite sequence of the Reidemeister moves and the classical Reidemeister moves.
We orient the edges of a trivalent spatial graph, forbidding sources and sinks at the vertices. Such an orientation is known as a Y -orientation.
Then, by listing all the possible orientations on all edges of each of R4 and R5, we see that we have the generating list of moves below. together with any minimal generating set of oriented classical Reidemeister moves.
For a list of minimal generating sets of oriented classical Reidemeister moves, see [14] .
Proof. Through the sequence of moves given by and by assigning different admissible combinations of orientations to each of the edges, we see that, together with R2, we have the sequences of implications
so the sets {R5. together with a generating set of oriented classical Reidemeister moves form a generating set of oriented Reidemeister moves for trivalent spatial graphs.
Niebrzydowski Algebras
We begin with a modification of a definition from [12] . 
Example 1. Any module over a ring R has a Niebrzydowski bracket structure defined by setting [a, b, c, ] = xa − xyb + yc where x, y ∈ R × are units in R. This structure is known as an Alexander tribracket; see [10] for more.
Example 2. We can specify a Niebrzydowski algebra structure on a finite set X = {1, 2, . . . , n} by listing the operation tables. Specifically, the Niebrzydowski bracket can be expressed as a 3-tensor, i.e. a vector whose entries are matrices, with the convention that to find [a, b, c] we look in matrix a, row b column c. For example, in the tribracket structure on {1, 2, 3} specified by The left and right invertibility of the partial product then require that ab = a = b, so this condition implies that the multiplication is only defined for equal operands, i.e., if a = b then ab is not defined, and that we must have aa = a. Thus, for handlebody-links the rule is that all three region colors around a vertex must be equal. We will call such a Niebrzydowski algebra an idempotent Niebrzydowski algebra.
Then by construction, we have . This is distinct from the Y -oriented handcuff graph, which has only three X-colorings.
We note that while these two graphs represent the same handlebody-knot, X is not an idempotent Niebrzydowski algebra and thus can distinguish different trivalent spatial graphs which represent the same handlebody-knot. If we instead use the partial product given by the matrix
then the resulting Niebrzydowski algebra is idempotent and both graphs have only the three constant colorings, reflecting the fact that they represent the same handlebody-knot. Hence there are no X-colorings of K 2 and the counting invariant distinguishes these spatial graphs. 
Questions
We end with a few questions for future research.
We can't help but notice that the fully-defined multiplication table for the tribracket in example 4 is a quandle table, namely the dihedral quandle of three elements. Is this a coincidence?
Because of the idempotency requirement, handlebody-link colorings tend to be fairly monochromatic. How many crossings in a handlebody knot (single component) are needed before we get a non-monochromatic coloring by an idempotent Niebrzydowski algebra?
As always, what enhancements of this counting invariant are possible? What are the connections with qualgebra colorings and qualgebra homology?
